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Divine Law carries restorative Power and compensence.
What is Created by Divine Authority
is Protected by Divine Authority.
We leave it to Divine Law to balance any transgressions.
restorative: give back, put back to former state, return
compensence: remuneration, counterbalance

Translation Notice: In Divine Service
Father Which Is in Heaven:

“In Right and Proper Exchange of Information there is but one
conveyance in Right and Proper Order of Divine Expression.
The Divine manifests in multiple ways, in multiple cultures.
It is each unto its own way of perception.
It matters not what others may say or think, it matters always
only that which is Divinely Appointed each day.
It was Given unto your perception,
Right and Proper Orderly Progression
of Divine Nomenclature each and every day, step of your way.
Those who transpire to subvert your words and direction
shall Penalty pay,
for that which is Divinely Authorized Nomenclature,
subsides, subsists in Grand and Glorious Scheme.
Let no man put asunder that which is Divine in Nature.
As to exact literal translation, there can be none.
It is, would be, a departure from that Divinely Authorized
Conveyance should you undertake to do so.
Yes, the gist would remain intact, however, the nuances,
reflections, inflection would no longer convey the subtle
multidimensional unrefracted Nature.
It is by Divine Appointment this Conveyance comes
in your time, in your way.
Let not those who would put asunder Direct Divine Conveyance do so, at
Penalty of perjury of Divinely Authorized material.”
nomenclature: system of names used as a science or art
transpire: seek to bring about
subvert: ruin, corrupt
subsides: descends
subsist: as means of maintaining life
asunder: separate into pieces
perjury: voluntary violation of an oath to tell the Truth
oath: a solid appeal to the Divine to witness to the Truth of a statement or the
sacredness of a promise.

NOTICE TO READER
This book provides a means by which we can share
what we have experienced and come to Know in this journey toward
awakening. It was created based on
“where we were” at the time of its conception.
Future material will show Spiritual Progression in Awakening.
This material is for individual use only.
It is intended to spark creative contemplation
and consideration of ‘if… then…’.
It is intended to provide a means by which you can enhance your
experience of that which is Divine (rather than to provide a means by
which you are told or taught what to believe,
how to behave, and what is right or wrong).
Because this material brings Light,
you may find some of it very unsettling.
It is ultimately you who, through your Spiritual Awareness and Prayer
for Discernment and Guidance,
must establish the Divine Truth of what IS.
As you do so, Know that Divine Truth is a Progression of
ever expanding refinement.

Divine Answers Respect all living things.
Should you choose to do so, any incorporation of this material into
your life is at your discretion and your sole responsibility.
Know that the Divine / Father Which Is in Heaven
is available to provide additional support in understanding,
learning, or applying this material in your own life.

In Our Words
We want to make it perfectly clear, especially to the young who have not
been raised in the way of Respect, that we have posted the requirement
Father has placed for the material presented to be and remain accurate,
unaltered, and fully True to the context of His Teachings.
The Penalty He has clearly outlined for subverting this material is not
something that would be implemented on an individual level, but by
Universal Law. This carries its own retribution.
To those who would scoff at this, thinking themselves immune to
Universal Law, we can only say, please be aware that these are not empty
words. Ignoring Universal Law and the Father's Way does not bring
absolution from the consequences of one's actions. Anyone focused on the
Father Knows the Truth of this.
This is a free e-book. You may freely distribute this material and file
only in its complete and unaltered format. This includes printed material.
All material shall retain the “In Divine Service” notice and the Words that
Father has Spoken regarding His Authority in Universal Law for the
Protection and retribution of violating His Word.
You may freely reference this material only if you correctly “cite your
source”. That is to say, to make reference to information from Father's
material you will appropriately credit BlueStarWay and the name of the
material from which the reference was made. References and quotes
may not be taken out of context. Sentences in italics shall remain in
italics to indicate direct Conveyance from Father Which Is in Heaven.
No referenced or quoted commentary by Martin, Mister, or Linda is to be
given or presented as direct information from the Father, but rather as
having been shared by their understanding at the time the material was
written.

This material is freely shared by us.
If, in Joyful ThanksGiving,
you feel like sharing a Gift with us
please visit
www.BlueStarWay.com/increase4all/Vision
Heartfelt Thanks
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This book is a Gift to you
from Father Which Is in Heaven.
Know that sentences in italics
are direct messages from
our Loving Father,
“that all may come to see or know
that which Honors and Serves
the human race.”
Father Which Is in Heaven
Gives you Thanks
for accepting His Gift to you.

Side note by Martin
The Father Which Is in Heaven referred to in all of the material Linda and I have
created is the Father Jesus taught us to pray to in the Lord's Prayer. 'Living God,'
'Father Within,' and 'Father' are used interchangeably and refer to the same Father
Which Is in Heaven.
Please take note that the concepts we have “inherited” in regards to Who and What
the Father Is, His Desires, Goals, and Aspirations, as well as how He Manifests on
Earth and in Humanity are very limited, constricted, and quite frankly suffocating.
Please do give yourself room for expansion in this regard and do not be put off by the
use of this terminology. The information contained in this book is neither patriarchal,
religious, spiritualist, scientific, dogmatic, atheist, shamanic, new age, worldly, alien,
nor any other modality. It just Is what it Is.
Also be aware that while there is only one Father Which Is in Heaven and no one else
can “claim” this Name, the words 'god,' 'father,' and 'lord' in and of themselves seem to
not carry this type of restriction. Therefore, unless one makes it clear that the use of
words such as 'God', 'Living God,' or 'Father' specifically address Father Which is
Heaven, it is possible for any number of entities floating around with a 'god' or 'lord'
complex to answer the call.
That this is not an issue to be taken lightly is shown for example by the vast numbers
of people throughout history who have gone to war, plundered, and taken human life
presumably under 'god's' direction as well as by the number of people who still
subscribe to this day to the divinity of such guidance. It is also shown by the vast
number of people who deny, sacrifice, and flagellate self or others in the name of 'god.'
Father Which Is in Heaven would never incite such actions. He has made this very clear
to Linda and I again and again.
Obviously, there is a great need to be very Discerning in this matter and while it would
be easy to get lost in terminology and arguments, this is really a matter of the Heart
and of Intention. For the western or 'christianized' mind, the term 'Father Which Is in
Heaven' together with the refinements included in this book can be a helpful aid to
hone one's Heart and Intention in the right direction.

I specifically say 'western' or 'christianized' mind because Father has Conveyed and
made it very clear to us that:

The Divine manifests in multiple ways, in multiple cultures.
It is each to its own way of perception.
And while different cultures do have different terminology and ways of relating to the
Father, it is the case that all those who successfully commune with the Divine share
common traits such as Harmony and Oneness with Nature, Peaceful disposition,
Respect of Self and others, and Sovereign Expression. To these cultures and people
the notion of destroying, killing, debasing, conquering, subduing, converting, ruling,
dominating, or profiting from their fellow men and Earth is incomprehensible and alien
indeed.
Whatever you do and whichever way you Honor and Develop your Relationship with
the Divine just remember that Divine Answers Respect all Living Things and that the
Divine isn't engaged in any battles.
Something else that needs briefly explained is the convention we adopted to capitalize
certain words that have various, and often times opposing, meanings and therefore are
prone to being misinterpreted or misused because of this. In short, when we capitalize
words within a sentence we do so to specifically refer to the 'healthy' and thus
benevolent interpretation of these words that supports a Life and Sovereign
Expression Harmonious with Creation and the Good Will and Intent of the Father
Which Is in Heaven. When we write the same words without capitalization we do so to
denote the misunderstandings associated with these words.
For example, in our writings, lower case 'l,' love, refers to the common misconception
that associates this 'love' with sexual passion (which is a word derived from the Latin
word 'pati' which means 'to suffer'), sexual arousal, and / or physical attraction and
requires such things as putting others first, attachment, control, self denial, (self)
sacrifice, compromise, duty, etc., etc..
Capital 'L,' Love, on the other hand, refers in our writings to a Feeling that Elevates,
Respects, Cares, Appreciates, brings Well Being and Comfort, and supports such
states of expression as Health, Humor, Kindness, Peace, and Benevolence. An
experience that is innate to our Being or Who We Are and is independent of others
although its expression in us may be facilitated in their presence just like being in
Nature facilitates us getting in touch with our inner Peace.

Similarly, little 'p' play denotes doing things in the way of the world and from the
perception of the world. It includes slabor, fighting, resisting, profiting, ruling,
destroying, abusing, killing, warring, saving, converting, and trying to defeat or
overcome the 'bad guys,' whoever they may happen to be at any given time, so we can
be 'safe.'
While, big 'P' Play indicates what we came here to Earth to do: Play in Father's Garden
in a Light Hearted, Respectful, Joy-full, Constructive, Edifying Way through which we
manifest our Divinity and expand our experience, KNowledge, and Understandings of
Creation and Father Which Is in Heaven's Good Will and Intent for us.
As you can see, this convention, while seemingly simple, is of utmost significance to
facilitate a Proper interpretation of our writings.
Obviously we can't nor haven't applied this convention to every word we use for that
would be too cumbersome. Neither does this convention apply to proper names,
though many times we purposely 'downgrade' a proper name to lower case to
emphasize the point we seek to convey.
Occasionally we may miss a capitalization, however the concepts being conveyed
within the sentence and paragraph will make it perfectly clear whether we are
referring to the 'unhealthy' or 'healthy' meaning of the word.
In-Joy
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Mystical and Magical
02/26/10

Early in our journey with Father, He explained to us that His Way allows awareness
and participation in the Mystical and Magical. He Said that by closing the door to this,
we lost the capacity to nourish our Soul and thus degradation ensued easily.
Such statement may bring two conflicting responses. On one side many people will
recognize the Truth of such statement and yet at the same time, they will be aware of
all this fear associated with such an idea. After all, in all our experiences of the
mystical and magical - which come from the books, movies, TV, and perhaps some
participation in it - it is all about the misuse of such "powers" for some evil purposes or
perhaps such "benevolent" uses as putting love spells on people. This of course is by
unrighteous - unholy design.
By closing the door to the natural, healthy, simple expression of the Mystical and
Magical a situation was created in which many people who feel intuitively drawn to
this aspect of life, have no other option but to explore it through unrighteous - unholy
means.
The Mystical and Magical is not about casting spells and curses unto people, it is not
about misusing stones, crystals, metals, herbs to promote unrighteous - unholy activity
or goals.
The Mystical and Magical is a natural expression of the Universe. Living plants, living
stones, living Earth, living Sun, living puffy clouds. The aurora borealis, the fireflies
lighting up the night, the sparkling raindrop on a leave, the People, the fairies, and the
nature spirits. All together yet individually rejoicing in the wonderment of Creation and
Life, receiving the Blessings from the Father and progressing in their Spiritual Journey.
Life on Earth is about experiencing and participating in such Mysticism and Magic.
"The Reader's Digest Great Encyclopedic Dictionary" (copyrighted 1966, 1968, 1971)
explains:
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Mysticism:
the doctrine and belief that through contemplation and love man can achieve a
direct and immediate consciousness of God or of the Divine truth, etc., without
the use of reason or of any of the ordinary senses.

Contemplation, love, direct and immediate consciousness of God and Divine Truth.
These are under the category of Right Thinking, Right Action, and Right Manifestation
of Father's Good Will. The only refinements that need made to the above definition are
replacing "love" for Love as Self and "God" for Father Which Is in Heaven.
Let's look now at "magic". When you take a look at the definition of "magic" in this
same dictionary, you will find that there is only a faint hint as to a Right and Proper use
of this natural expression of Creation. That is to say, you will need to do a little
detective work to get a glimpse of what this means other than its corrupted expression
which seeks to "coerce nature by the use of certain rites, formulas, actions, etc.".
Magic:
mysteriously impressive; beautiful
[< magikos of the Magi]
Magi:

The three "wise men from the east" who came to Bethlehem to pay homage to
the infant Jesus

Now we are getting somewhere. We have the word "wise" and the indication of
Respect and Reverence to the Father. The gifts these Magi brought were frankincense,
myrrh, and gold. All natural substances that are very healing and which support a
Spiritual Journey with the Father.
Wise:

seeing clearly what is right and just.
having sound judgment
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Sound:
having all the organs or faculties complete and in normal action and relation;
healthy
founded in truth; valid; legal

The picture has become clear enough now to give us some Guidance and Direction as
to what a Magical experience of Life and Creation is. It is an experience that includes
mystery and beauty and allows one to see clearly what is Right and Proper, Respectful
behavior. It is an experience that facilitates, sustains, and requires health - that is,
having all organs and faculties in utmost state of nourishment and function. It is an
experience founded on Truth, therefore it is legal, which is to say it is of one a-chord
with Universal Law.
When the door to the Mystical and Magical was closed, we lost our capacity to know
the Father directly through our experiences. We lost our health and no longer could
see clearly what is right and just. Our lives no longer were founded in Truth and
Universal Law.
Can you see what great disservice it is to cut yourself from this aspect of Life? Can
you now recognize in which direction Father's Way of a Mystical Magical Life would
take you?

3

Mystery and Beauty
02/27/10

We have established yesterday that Mystery and Beauty is part of the Mystical and
Magical experience of Creation. It is then worth at this time to take a closer look at
these two aspects that we may know the Father Way in greater Clarity. For this
purpose, I refer to the same "Readers Digest Great Encyclopedia Dictionary".
Before I begin with this process, it seems appropriate at this time to acknowledge that
this method of understanding Truth through the use of a dictionary was revealed to
Linda many years ago and is expounded in her book "Dreams and Days: Diamonds of
your Design". I have found this method a most outstanding way of expanding my
understanding of Father's Conveyances.
Father has consistently confirmed that the knowledge unveiled by this method is
appropriate and accurate and has provided further refinement when asked. This is to
say, bring that which you read to the Father and ask for further refinement and
clarification. What I post here is many times simply a springboard to greater
Knowledge available to those who Desire it. It is easier to reach the Desired Goal of
Walking in the Father Way, of one a-chord with Universal Law, Universal Truth,
Universal Love, when you are pointing in the right direction.
I will also add that since Linda wrote her doctoral dissertation in 1995, we have
realized that words which contain contradictory definitions actually contain both, the
problem / distortion as well as the solution. One set of definitions will tell you the
unrighteous - unholy use of the word or how they have twisted its meaning. The other
will tell you the solution - that is to say the answer as to how to do it differently. A
case in point is the word "magic" which we explored in yesterday's posting. This word
contains both the explanation of how Magic has been twisted by the unrighteous unholy into an unrighteous - unholy expression as well as what Magic used to be
before the distortion and what it will be once again. Sometimes more detective work is
needed than others, but much Truth can be unveiled this way.
So apparently, even though I thought I would speak of Mystery and Beauty this day, it
seems appropriate to take the time to exemplify the extent of Knowledge that can be
revealed through this method by reviewing the word "magic".
4
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magic revised
02/28/10

In yesterday's posting, I said it would be beneficial to apply Linda's method of using the
dictionary to unveil greater understanding, to the word "magic".
Before I start, let's recap. Greater understanding of words can be received by using the
dictionary to evaluate the various meanings of chosen words that describe an event.
When words have contradictory definitions it indicates both the problem and the
solution can be ascertained. In my post "Mystical and Magical" I provided a definition
for the word "Magic" that is of one a-chord with Father's Way. How do I know it is of
one a-chord with Father's Way? Because it contains Father's Attributes or
Characteristics if you will: Respect, Life, Truth, Love, Knowledge, Peace. Anything
different is an indication of contamination by the unrighteous - unholy.
So let's begin looking at the word "magic" as defined by "The Reader's Digest Great
Encyclopedic Dictionary" copyrighted in 1966, 1968, 1971. This will certainly not be
an exhaustive expounding but it shall suffice. There is only so much one needs to know
before getting the picture.
I will underline words that I consider key in this process. I will also not expound on
definitions 3 and 4 since I already did this in "Mystical and Magical," but will say that 3
and 4 contain the information that give us a hint of Father's Way.
magic:
1. seeming control over or foresight of natural events, forces, etc. by the ritual of
invocation of supernatural agencies; also the practice of this control
2. an overpowering influence
3. mysteriously impressive; beautiful
4. [...<magikos of the Magi]

What is even more interesting than the above, is the explanation that follows these
definitions, of which I quote for informational purposes only:
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" - Syn. (noun) 1. Magic, sorcery, witchcraft, voodoo, divination, and
necromancy refer to powers that are considered supernatural. Magic involves
the belief that man can coerce nature by use of certain rites, formulas, actions,
etc.; it can be found as an element in all primitive religions.
The study of natural phenomena, called white or natural magic, developed into
the modern natural sciences.
Distinguished from this was black magic or sorcery, the attempt to use or invoke
supernatural powers for personal or sinister purposes. Witchcraft was sorcery
as practiced by a woman possessed by a demon. Voodoo is one of many
primitive cults, combining elements of religion, sorcery, and witchcraft...."
End of quote.
There is more but this shall suffice. Now comes the fun part. What you will read next
is simply my interpretation of what I can see from this.
First, notice the definition of "black magic" or "sorcery". It involves using supernatural
powers for "personal or sinister purposes". Now take a look at the words I underlined
in the definition of "magic": "control over", "overpowering influence", and "coerce
nature". To me, all of these words convey an undercurrent of "personal or sinister
purposes". You wouldn't seek control over something unless you had a personal or
sinister purpose to do so. You wouldn't seek to overpower someone / something
unless you had a personal or sinister purpose to do so. You wouldn't seek to coerce
nature unless you had a personal or sinister purpose to do so.
What does this mean? Simple. The definition you are being given for the word "magic"
is really just the definition for "black magic" or "sorcery", "witchcraft", and "voodoo".
So it should not be surprising that when people hear of the word "magic" they do
indeed think about "black magic" or someone creating illusions - a deceiver.
What I found quite interesting too was the indication that "natural science" developed
from the practice of "white / natural magic" which is defined as the observation of
natural phenomena. Note that in this brief definition there is no indication of
manipulation of phenomena, just observation. However, if you take a look at science as
we know it today, it is all about the manipulation, coercion, and control of nature or
natural phenomena.
6
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Do you see the connection that was just unveiled? If the purpose of "magic" or "majik"
as Father calls it, is the control and coercion of nature / natural phenomena, and if the
purpose of science is indeed as many would say the "triumph of man over nature", then
it most certainly would follow that science and "black magic" are interchangeable
words.
Isn't that something? If coercion of nature is practiced by the superstitious, then it is
called "black magic". If coercion of nature is practiced by the educated then it is called
"science". Yet each are a side of the same coin.
Of course this has very wide implications in everyday life. We will explore some of
these in my next posting.
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Look around you
03/02/10

Yesterday, we established that "magic" and "black magic / sorcery" are interchangeable
since both are based on the idea of the coercion of nature through rites, formulas, and
actions, where coercion naturally indicates an ulterior motive that is against the free
will if you want of nature. This led to the realization that since science seeks to control
nature and it does so through the use of formulas and actions, it is indeed the practice
of "black magic".
The next step in this unveiling is to recognize that since the coercion of nature by rites,
formulas, and actions is magic / black magic and that this is an element of religion, then
it follows that science is indeed religious in nature. Quite a statement, yet something
that many have already recognized.
For clarification purposes, Father refers to this "magic / black magic" as "majik" and I
will use this term from now on.
With this in mind, I will go even further and take a look at the definition of "coerce". I
use the same dictionary as before.
Coerce:
to compel by force, law, authority, or fear
to restrain or repress by superior force

To say then that majik is based on the idea that man can coerce nature, is to say that
majik is based on the idea that man can compel / restrain / repress nature by force,
law, authority, fear, and superior (supernatural?) force.
Let's go even further and find out what "nature" is.
Nature:
the basic character or disposition of a person or animal; heart
bodily functions, activities, or powers essential to life
the entire material universe and its phenomena
8
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This is to say then that the practice of majik is the use of force, law, authority, fear,
and superior (supernatural) force so as to compel / restrain / repress:
.

1. Your basic disposition or character - your heart
2. your bodily functions, activities, and powers essential to life
3. your surroundings

To compel is to "urge irresistibly, to force to yield". To restrain is to "keep in check, to
deprive of freedom or liberty". To repress is to "keep under restraint or control."
Having demystified majik, look around you. Is it any coincidence your heart has been
seduced, your body is falling apart, your energy is weak, you are full of fear, your
surroundings are being destroyed and poisoned?
It is time to stop falling prey to majik.
It is time to stop your participation in the unrighteous - unholy play of majik and to
think that any of its ways will solve any problem / provides a viable solution that
sustains Life.
It is time to embrace the Father Way once again.
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One step further
03/02/10

That was quite an unveiling, wouldn't you say? What? You say too simple and easy?
Well that is the Father Way. If we could just be at Peace with Simple and Easy, life
would just be so much easier and simpler. Hard work never wins the day.
Let's take a step further with this majik thing which, as we unveiled in the past few
days is the coercion of nature through rites, formulas, actions, and so on. That is to say
whenever someone uses force, law, authority, fear, or even a superior (supernatural)
force to deprive nature of freedom, to force it to yield, and to control it, that someone
is practicing majik. You could say he is a majikian.
Of course this goes against everything we hold as true - after all, according to the
movies and books, majikians make potions in kettles, talk to crows, put spells upon
people, and use stones and crystals, not technology. Technology such as weapons and
guns are used by the "good guys" who try to defend / protect themselves from these
"primitive superstitious" people.
Well lets see. Scientist cook their potions in laboratories and silica or glass is the main
crystal they use to hold their potions. You are right, they don't talk to crows for the
answer, but they sure torture animals for it. When their secret formulas go into
production, they are actually cooked in big large kettles called reactors. What about
spells? Scientists don't put spells on people, right? Well, perhaps you are right. We do
live in a very compartmentalized world. They leave that to politicians and marketers.
Did you ever buy into the idea that pesticides and fertilizers are good for us? That
drinking poisoned water is safe? That nuclear power is the answer? That we should
believe in them because they know what is best for us? And what about their latest
spells? Lets see, genetic engineering will save the world. Or what about implanting
chips on people will make them smarter. Or what about the promise of eternal life
downloaded in a robot?
How many people have been spelled by these false promises of glitter? Don't you
think it is strange people can't seem to realize non of their promises have solved any
problems but rather made life so much more miserable for everyone who implements
their solutions? Have you noticed that everyone who is a proponent of such marvels
10
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always quotes research done by scientists and that somehow the fact that some
scientist is behind the study validates the claim in people's mind? Have you noticed
that the potions, I means formulas, scientist come up with affect people's life and have
ruined and destroyed many of them? Isn't that what spells are all about? So perhaps,
after all, scientist are in the business of spelling.
So what about the technology? Doesn't their use of "cutting edge" technology set
them apart from the majikians, just like in the movies? Not really, they still believe in
and practice the basic premise of coercion of nature. Remember the unrighteous unholy are comprised of several groups that fight each other, each with their own way,
so to speak, to do their coercion of nature, and in this process destruction /
enslavement of the People.
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Pause
03/03/10

We have come a long way. When we began looking at the word "magic" we believed
we lived in a wonderful non-primitive civilization that had left behind its "religious
superstitions" and lived its life based on "f-acts". Now, the study of one single word
has revealed that this wonderful "civilization" is founded on the principles of majik: the
use of force, law, authority, and fear to coerce our hearts and our surroundings into
surrendering to their control. We see now, perhaps in disbelief, that the scientific
world is an integral part of this majik, and that it actually is an element of religion.
Which one? Certainly not Father's, because the Father Way is not religious in nature.
We have come indeed a long way. If you feel troubled by this, as if your foundation is
failing, you feel weak in your knees perhaps, I would suggest that you take a pause
and give yourself some time before continuing. Also, do re-read my posting "Mystical
Magical" to remind yourself of Father's Way. In so doing you will help yourself
recognize that unveiling deception does not need to leave you empty handed, but
rather give you an Opportunity to welcome Universal Truth in its place. This is an
important aspect of cleansing - what you let go of needs to be replaced with Love,
Peace, Joy, Truth or any other Divine Attribute of your Divine Nature / the Father Way.
At the Altar of Love and Power you Exchange deception for Truth. That which you
receive in Exchange fills the area previously occupied by the deception.
The problem with focusing on how the unrighteous - unholy manifest and affect our
lives is that it diverts our focus from Truth. Father has suggested many times that we
let go of the need to understand the unrighteous - unholy and focus instead solely in
Knowing and Living Truth. This is what many People have been able to do to a lesser
or greater extent by keeping themselves separate from civilization. What you focus on
is what you become. Yet, for those living in civilization, it seems as though sometimes
we are so enchanted by the spell of unrighteous - unholy that we can't even recognize
there is a problem. In such cases, when we are so enchanted by majik, the tendency is
to ignore the Father Guidance and brush aside any suggestions that there might be a
problem. Those who step aside and don't participate are considered "weird" to put it
mildly. I remember the first time someone brought to my attention that perhaps my
perception of Earth as a rock in space to be exploited was in need of correction. He
showed me an article which spoke of a living Earth... I thought he was nuts.
12
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Many voices have come and gone which have raised concern about what has been
happening to the People, only to be laughed at and branded as "backward misfits" or
as some kind of "religious freaks" who believe in evil. Perhaps, after all, they were /
are not that out of place. Perhaps... it has been "us"... who have not been able to see
through the illusion.
What you have read in my previous postings is not simply a made up opinion, but
rather a simple interpretation of what is clearly stated in the dictionary. I did not make
up those definitions and explanations. Just followed the Father Guidance through my
Intuition.
As you can see, there is more than meets the eye in the meaning of words. We tend to
assign meanings to words and sentences, based on the definitions we know of these
words. Considering that many words have several opposite meanings, we must
question the real intent of what is being conveyed. It is very possible for someone to
stealthily convey that they will destroy us by using wonderful words which to our
perception speak of good intentions. Then, when we realize we have been had, they
can claim they spoke in truth - it was us who misunderstood their true intention.
Believe it or not, it is possible that politicians are not necessarily liars, they just take
advantage of our preconceived ideas and use it to convey their true intentions in a way
they know we will not be able to hear. Masters of illusion. Who do you think taught
them?
Things are not what they appear to be. When you recognize this, then the possibility
presents itself for a different way. The Father Way is available to those who Desire it.
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Another step
03/05/10

After this brief pause, it feels it is time to make one last posting regarding the unveiling
of majik practices against our lives.
As you may remember, majik is based on the concept of coercion of nature, where
coercion is the use of force, law, authority, and fear, and nature is understood as our
hearts, our bodily functions, and that which surrounds us. I have to admit that when I
looked up the definition of nature, I was not expecting to find us, the People, as an
integral part of nature. In my mind, humans and nature somehow seemed separate
things. I guess this has something to do with the dehumanization of humans. Many,
like I had, have drifted so far away from nature / their natural state of being, that they
no longer see themselves as being part of nature. To them, nature is out there, where
you go when you leave the city and those who live in farms are just strange people
that don't know how to have fun in life.
In which other ways then, does this coercion of nature manifest?
1. When we focus on nature as our surroundings, we speak of Mother Earth. In
which ways is Mother Earth being coerced through "superior / supernatural"
force to yield its bounty? I will give you a hint: mining / drilling, agriculture, and
deforestation to name a few. Is it a surprise that law, authority, and (military)
force go hand in hand with these practices? It shouldn't by now, for all are an
integral part of majik. Of these practices implemented by the unrighteous unholy, mining is considered by Father to be worse than any other crime the
unrighteous - unholy have / are committing against humanity. This is why, Father
has explained, there has been little to no intervention to improve the lives of
miners.
It is difficult to the western mind to grasp or understand the possibility that
mining / tunneling of Mother Earth is such a crime, especially when you are
raised to believe Mother Earth is just a piece of rock floating in space to which
"god" gave us full right to exploit and destroy at will.
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A hint of why mining / tunneling is so destructive, can actually be grasped by the
study of the word "environ-mental". This is indeed a study that will be the
content of future postings and will lead to a most amazing knowledge of reality
and wealth. It is likely though, that the fact I separated the word
"environmental" into two parts "environ" and "mental" did not go unnoticed by
you. Having already been getting an understanding of how this study of words
works, you may have already recognized the implications of such a choice. The
word "environ-mental" tells us that our environment is an external expression of
our mental state. Thus, when we live in an environment that has been mined and
tunneled to exhaustion it follows this is an indication of the internal conditions
of our mental state. Don't believe our minds / brains look like Gruyere cheese or
worse? Then I invite you to explore the brain scan photography made available
by Dr. Amen and others 1.
2. Lets move on to the next aspect. When we focus on nature as bodily functions,
activities, and powers essential to life, we speak of humans, as well as animals,
and plant / ocean life. In which way is law, authority, "superior / supernatural"
force, and fear being used to deprive us of our freedoms and liberty? In which
way is coercion being used to keep us under restraint and control? I'm sure much
of this is self evident, however there are a few ways of majik that may go
unnoticed in this respect.
First, the restraint of animals, forcing them to yield their genetic material to
create superior strands, forcing them into competition or labor, the belief that
we humans are superior to them and that this gives us a right to exploit them.
What about aquariums or zoos? Isn't this restricting the freedom of ocean life
and of animals? Capturing and training dolphins, whales, horses, dogs, and so on
to entertain us by acting in ways that are completely unnatural to them? We are
doing to them, what the unrighteous - unholy do to us. We must indeed stop
participating in this play.
Second, the restraint of the People through viruses, bacteria, fungus, mold,
parasites, and yes, pollution. Doesn't medicine present these as "superior forces"
that can take over your body at any time and even take your life away?
Unhealthy people are indeed deprived of their freedom and liberty and kept
under restraint and control. Have you ever had diarrhea or the flu? Who was in
control? You or whatever was causing this health issue? Have you ever been
checked into an hospital? Did you notice you are not quite in control there?
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What about pollution? Well, by now it is very well recognized that heavy metal
contamination can impair one's ability to live life in many ways. What does this
mean? It means that viruses, bacteria, fungus, mold, parasites, and yes pollution
are but different types of "superior / supernatural" forces that have been created
and are used by the unrighteous - unholy so as to coerce / seduce us into their
ways. Who needs a doctor when one is healthy and happy? But when one is
sick, doesn't the advice and poisons, I mean chemical formulas, doctors offer
suddenly seem so appealing and necessary? We must indeed stop participating
in this play.
3. The last aspect of coercion of nature I will unveil is next. When we focus on
nature as the basic character or disposition of a person or animal, the heart, we
speak of who we are / become in life. The question we must ask then is how is
majik used to mold us and to seduce our hearts into unrighteous - unholy
behavior. What aspects of every day life we take for granted as natural part of
civilization are really manifestations of majik designed to control us and take our
liberties and freedom away? I will name but a few. Seduction / lust / sex is one.
How many people have ruined their lives because of being influenced by this
"irresistible urge that forced them to yield"? Alcohol / drugs is another one. How
many people have ruined their lives because of being influenced by this
"irresistible urge that forced them to yield" and does not let them free? What
about education, and entertainment? Doesn't education teach us how to be good
slaves, I mean productive workers or purveyors of majik? Doesn't entertainment
show us ever more insane, degenerate behavior that alienates us from each
other and Mother Earth? What about technology? Aren't we spelled by it! Yet,
doesn't technology create an every increasing consumption of energy which
needs met with an equal destruction of natural resources? Doesn't technology
also alienate us from each other and nature and require our continued
enslavement so we can pay the financial burden it brings into our lives? Have
you looked lately at all the health warnings that accompany your latest
electronic gadgets?

Look around. What do you see?
Now that you can see through the glitter of deception, we will turn our focus to the
Father Way.
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Mystical and Magical
03/07/10

It is time then to redirect our focus to the Father Way of the Mystical and Magical
expression of Life. To do so, we will refresh our minds with some of the initial
observations made in my first posting Mystical and Magical.
The Mystical and Magical is a natural expression of the Universe. Living plants, living
stones, living Earth, living Sun, living puffy clouds. The aurora borealis, the fireflies
lighting up the night, the sparkling raindrop on a leave, the People, the fairies, and the
nature spirits. All together yet individually rejoicing in the wonderment of Creation and
Life, receiving the Blessings from the Father and progressing in their Spiritual Journey.
Life on Earth is about experiencing and participating in such Mysticism and Magic.
From "The Reader's Digest Great Encyclopedic Dictionary" (copyrighted 1966, 1968,
1971) we obtained the following definition of Mysticism:
Mysticism:
the doctrine and belief that through contemplation and love man can achieve a
direct and immediate consciousness of God or of the Divine truth, etc., without
the use of reason or of any of the ordinary senses.

Contemplation, love, direct and immediate consciousness of God and Divine Truth.
These are under the category of Right Thinking, Right Action, and Right Manifestation
of Father's Good Will. The only refinements that need made to the above definition are
replacing "love" for Love as Self and "God" for Father Which Is in Heaven.
Through some detective work, a clearer understanding of Magic was revealed.
Magic:
mysteriously impressive; beautiful
[< magikos of the Magi]
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Magi:

Wise:

The three "wise men from the east" who came to Bethlehem to pay homage to
the infant Jesus

seeing clearly what is right and just
having sound judgment

Sound:
having all the organs or faculties complete and in normal action and relation;
healthy
founded in truth; valid; legal
By following these definitions it became clear that Magic is an experience which
includes mystery and beauty and allows one to see clearly what is Right and Proper,
Respectful behavior. It is an experience that facilitates, sustains, and requires health that is having all organs and faculties in utmost state of nourishment and function. It is
an experience founded on Truth, therefore it is legal, which is to say it is of one achord with Universal Law.
When we live a Mystical and Magical Life, the capacity to directly Know the Father
Which Is in Heaven and Universal Truth is available through our capacity to
contemplate and to express Self as Love. It is an individual experience. A Mystical and
Magical Life is lived in the Wisdom that such experience brings - it makes it possible to
know what is Right and Just, or as Father would say, Righteous and Holy. In this
experience, there is Health - that is to say all organs and faculties are normal and fully
nourished. Clean air, clean water, clean soil, and nourishing food are an integral part of
a Mystical and Magical Life - these are the basic necessities that support Health.
Having refreshed the mind and gladdened the Heart I shall continue exploration of the
Father Way in future postings.
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Mystery and Beauty
03/10/10

Focused on Father's Way of the Mystical and Magical experience of Life, we came to
recognize that Mystery and Beauty are a part of such experience. Let's now do some
exploration of what this means and how it would express in our lives.
Again, using the same dictionary, "The Reader's Digest Great Encyclopedic Dictionary",
we gather the following information.
Mystery:
any action, affair, or thing that arouses curiosity or suspense because it is not
fully revealed or explained
a truth that can be known only by Divine Revelation
Syn. A mysterious occurrence contains something unknown but not necessarily
unknowable.

In a Mystical and Magical Life, we would each individually experience certain events
which would arouse our curiosity. We would naturally feel drawn to investigate and
discover, such as children do when they explore their environment. In this, a Greater
Truth would become available to us, a Truth that would come from our direct Knowing
of the Father.
It is important to recognize that Mystery is a Truth that can be known by Divine
Revelation / Knowledge of the Father. That is to say Mystery leads to Greater Truth of
Creation and our Selves. As each one receives answers to the Mysteries of Life, each
one receives a greater Understanding of Love as Self, Peace, Joy, Harmony, Respect,
Honor.
In Father's Way, Mystery is about Life and how to expand our capacity to experience
this Life in its fullest. It is a Playful way to discover the Beauty of Creation.
Let's explore then the word Beauty:
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Beauty:
that quality of objects, sounds, ideas, attitudes, etc, that pleases or gratifies as
by their harmony, pattern, excellence, or truth

Notice the words in this definition. Harmony, Excellence, Truth. Can you recognize the
Pattern of the Father Way?
When we Playfully discover the Beauty of Creation, we are exploring the Harmony,
Excellence, Truth of Creation. This experience of course brings pleasure and
gratification. This is the Father Way. Are you in need of Pleasure and Gratification?
Then perhaps you should consider the Father Way of a Mystical and Magical Life.
Gratification:
a recompense or reward
Gratify:
to reward
see Satisfy
Satisfy:
to supply fully with what is desired, expected, or needed
to free from doubt and anxiety

When we speak of Beauty, we speak of that which rewards and satisfies us. That
which fully supplies all that is Desired, Expected, or Needed.
Can you see the relationship between Beauty and Abundance? When you live in the
Abundance of the Father you are fully supplied, your needs are met - or better said,
you no longer have needs for there is nothing lacking in your life. Think of the lilies of
the valley who toil not and the Father nourishes and sustains.
When we speak of Beauty, we speak of that which frees us from doubt and anxiety.
Can you see the relationship between Beauty and Peace? Where there is Peace, there
is no doubt and anxiety. That is to say Beauty brings Peace to us. It calms us and
comforts us. Think of a sunset or a serene landscape.
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Pleasure:
an agreeable sensation
something that gives a feeling of enjoyment, delight, or satisfaction
Ant. Displeasure, pain, sorrow

When we speak of Beauty, we speak of a state in which pain and sorrow are non. It is
a state of well being.
Can you now better recognize the Father Way of Beauty and distinguish it from the
world's distortion?
Attitude:
position of the body
state of mind, behavior, or conduct
Syn. Attitude, position, posture, and pose refer to the physical aspect of a body,
and by extension, to a mental outlook. Attitude is a position of body assumed
consciously or unconsciously, expressing a feeling of mind; hence it may refer to
the feeling itself.

From the dictionary, we learned Beauty is the quality of attitude that pleases or
gratifies by its harmony, pattern, excellence, or truth.
So when we speak of Beauty, we speak of a position of the body, a state of mind /
behavior / conduct, a mental outlook or feeling that brings the rewards of Abundance
and freedom from anxiety, pain, doubt, and sorrow. We speak of an attitude that
brings feelings of enjoyment, delight, satisfaction, fulfillment because it is Harmonious,
Excellent, and Truthful.
In the Father Way, Beauty is indeed a most wonderful state of being and of Creation.
Abundance, Joy, Peace, Delight, Nourishment all available not through another, but
through the attitude we choose.
From the dictionary we also learned that Beauty is the quality of objects and sound
that please or gratify by their harmony, excellence, or truth.
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Sound, as we discovered in my last posting is to have all organs / faculties complete
and in normal action and relation. This is to say then that Beauty is also a state of
health that brings the rewards of Abundance and freedom from anxiety, pain, doubt,
and sorrow. It is a state of health that brings forth feelings of enjoyment, delight,
satisfaction, fulfillment because it is based on Harmony, Excellence, and Truth.
Sound can also be found in music and in our surroundings. When we speak of music,
think of your inner music, the music you Play. Does the music you Play reward you
with a state of Abundance and Peace? Is it Harmonious, Excellent, and Truthful? Does
it evoke feelings of enjoyment, delight, and satisfaction? Or does it tell you it all
depends on that "special someone"? What about your surroundings? What kind of
sounds are you surrounded by? What is the sound of progress and civilization?
Let's look at the word "object".
Object:
One who or that which is the focus or center of thought, action, etc.

When we speak of Beauty, we also speak of the nature of that which is our focus or
center of thought. In a Mystical and Magical Life, our focus and center of thought
would be Harmonious and based on Truth. The suspense and curiosity the Mysteries of
Life would arouse, would certainly make this Lightheartedly easy. Mystery would help
us focus on that which evokes feelings of enjoyment, delight, and satisfaction. It would
bring Abundance and Peace.
Creation makes it easy and fun to grow in our Spiritual Journey.
As you can see, Beauty is not something / someone you lust or something / someone
that is used to seduce / entice you. Instead, Beauty is something you are. It is a state
of Being and experience.
Can you see now why we the People are so attracted to Mystery and Beauty? It is an
integral part of our Mystical and Magical Spiritual Journey upon Earth.
Rather than seeking Mystery and Beauty through its adulteration of murder / action /
violence and lust (the cookie cutter recipe used by the unrighteous - unholy), it is time
to wake up from the false promise and return our focus to the Father Way.
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Where do we begin?
03/12/10

So here we have it. Father's Way of a Mystical and Magical Life. Who would have
thought a Spiritual Journey lived in Truth, Excellence, Harmony, and Peace could
actually be fun and enjoyable?
From the perspective of the western mind this is quite a realization to make. I know I
was indoctrinated to believe people that live close to nature are boring. In the western
mind, fun is what you have when you are not in church performing your Sunday duty
as a "Catholic / Christian / your religion here" and enduring the weekly reminder of
your sinful, weak nature.
What can I say? When you compare the religious version of a "good life" which is all
about repressing your needs, sacrificing yourself, and giving it all away to others with
the enticement of the world - "gadgets", money, nightclubs, alcohol, sex, disrespect,
theater and operas, concerts, movies, and drugs. Is it any surprise most get engulfed
by the false promises of the world? Yet neither is the answer.
By the time most recognize the deception (midlife crises anyone?), most of the damage
has already been done. And the worst part is that even when we recognize this, there
has not been any real answers. Some go to therapy to get over their mistakes, some
try to relive their teenage years by divorcing and hooking up with someone younger,
others just sink their sorrows in drugs and alcohol, others get the save the world
complex and go out as good Samaritans, and others try a simpler more meaningful life
by returning to the land.
Granted, returning to the land for a simpler more meaningful life is by far the wisest
choice, but even then, for most people, we speak of a life based on the principle that
hard work earns the day and puts food on your table.
Where is there room in this way of life for the Mystical and Magical which indicates all
it takes to Live in Abundance, Joy, Self as Love, and Peace is simply holding the proper
posture or attitude - that is to say FEELING?
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All this is to say, that there is a need to recognize the need to do things differently.
There is a need to change the approach we take on life. To embrace the Father Way
and begin this Mystical and Magical experience of Life, we need to begin with our
feelings. As Linda pondered in her post "Daily Tone" 2:
"What if my experience of this day is formed by what I say as I begin the day?
Perhaps this is why The Father has suggested to begin each day with prayer,
choosing my feelings, and thanksgiving.
An interesting thing about choosing my feelings is that this is to bring the feeling
forward and experience it. Love – feel it. Joy – feel it. Peace – feel it. To do this
upon awaking is the easiest time of day, before events come crowding in and
when proper prayer to your guardian angel for protection and direction in your
dreams has made arising the most opportune moment of the day.
Make the most of this day. Choose your Way.
On a SunShiny day of abundant resources!"
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Feelings are where we begin
03/14/10

If feelings are where we begin and Beauty is a feeling then perhaps Beauty is indeed
part of the answer to restoration of Self as Love. Beauty is a feeling that brings
enjoyment and delight. It is a feeling that facilitates Abundance and fills our supplies.
Is it then a surprise that we the People naturally recognize the value of Beauty? Is it
then a surprise that one of the first things that the unrighteous - unholy do is destroy
our sense of Beauty and impose upon us a standard of beauty which many recognize
as unattainable?
What makes this standard of beauty unattainable is not, as most think, that the
"average" People cannot measure up to the "perfection" of body presented as this
standard of beauty. What makes this standard of beauty unattainable is the fact that it
is based upon the opposite of what Beauty actually is. When this state of "perfection"
is achieved there is no Beauty left. How can you be in Beauty when all the ways that
you seek to attain it separate you from Beauty - the feeling that brings enjoyment,
delight, Abundance, and Peace?
When you look at a body that is kept slender through starvation or drugs, you are not
looking at real Beauty. Beauty as we have seen brings Abundance and a state of well
being or Health. A body that is starved lives in famine. When you look at self imposed
starvation / famine, you are looking at someone who has chosen to cut themselves
from the Abundance of the Father and thus at someone who is in an unnatural state of
being - you are looking at a malfunctioning being. There is no Beauty in famine and
malfunction.
Incapable or unwilling to receive the Abundance of the Father and have all needs met,
a starved body seeks to satiate its hunger by feeding on the energy of others. It is
constantly looking for someone to entice and seduce into lust, for lust is a way to trick
someone into giving energy away. Yet, lustful feeding leaves everyone involved
hungrier, emptier, and with a false sense of Self. When someone has a false sense of
Self, that person does not live in Truth and Harmony. If there is no Truth and Harmony,
there is no Beauty.
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When you look at a body that is used to seduce and entice, you are not looking at real
Beauty. Beauty is a bodily posture or attitude that brings feelings of enjoyment,
delight, satisfaction, and fulfillment because it is Harmonious, Excellent, and Truthful.
Beauty is free of pain, sorrow, doubt, and anxiety. A body that is used to seduce and
entice is full of pain and sorrow. The pain of fitting in shoes that are most
uncomfortable, the pain of being strapped in clothing that does not allow it to breath,
the pain of being surgically modified, the sorrow of being chemically laced, the pain
and sorrow of starvation and malnourishment. The pain and sorrow of not being
allowed to be Harmonious with the Father. It is filled with the anxiety and doubt of not
being lustable enough, of being overshadowed by a more "perfect" body. It is in
constant competition for "food" and in constant fear of loosing its source of "food".
Where there is sorrow and doubt, anxiety, fear, and competition, there is no Peace. If
there is no Peace, there can be no Beauty.
Is it then any surprise that those who seek to live by worldly standards of beauty
actually live miserable lives and make the lives of those around them miserable too?
Have you noticed that many who meet this worldly standard of beauty have severe
attitude problems? They are irrational, angry, vindictive, and manipulative. Do you
know why? Because their brains are malnourished and thus can no longer function
normally. While by French standards these traits add the "I don't know what" that
makes someone irresistible, they are truly signs of a malnourished and therefore,
malfunctioning brain. To allow oneself to be seduced by such behavior is insane another sign of a malnourished / malfunctioning brain.
Can you see now that the worldly standard of beauty is a coercion of that which is a
natural state of Being? Can you recall what the coercion of nature through rites is?
What are the rites of worldly beauty? Starvation, pinging, self flagellation, exercise,
enticement, lust, competition. Can you recognize worldly pursue of beauty is majik? It
is time to wake up from the spell of majik and return to what is natural to us.
Beauty certainly has great Value, but we must stop seeking it in all the wrong places
and in all the wrong ways.
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How is it done?
03/15/10

We know now that feelings are where it begins, but how do we actually transition to
the Mystical and Magical Life of the Father Way? The first steps have already been
taken. They were the recognition that our perception of Reality needed to be re-fined
and re-tuned and a willingness to embrace the possibility of restoration to our True
Nature.
As we continue this individual journey of discovery and restoration to the Father Way,
we focus on the Mystical and Magical as a natural expression of the Universe. Living
plants, living stones, living Earth, living Sun, living puffy clouds. The aurora borealis,
the fireflies lighting up the night, the sparkling raindrop on a leave, the People, the
fairies, and the nature spirits. All together yet individually rejoicing in the wonderment
of Creation and Life, receiving the Blessings from the Father and progressing in their
Spiritual Journey.
Step by step we progress in this journey in which we awaken once again to a way of
Life that is conducive to Joy, Peace, Abundance, and Harmony, for we re-learn to be
Love as Self free of another and free of the intrusion / presence of the unrighteous unholy.
Each morning we sit and Pray and set our feeling tone for the day. We greet the Sun
rise and welcome the Abundance and Joy that Father makes available to us through
Him. We make a choice by saying the following Prayer:

I give not away my Righteous and Holy Desire
through untoward / unwarranted activity and play.
I choose this day to beleaguer no more.
I seek instead all Righteous and Holy Play.
Not sure what the words in the Prayer mean? A Mystery to be solved! Perhaps your
dictionary may help.
How do we progress in the Mystical aspect of Life? By seeking a direct and immediate
Knowing of the Father Which Is in Heaven and of Universal Truth. We do this through
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contemplation and Love as Self and by recognizing that this is something available to
us right here upon this Earth while we are alive - there is no need to go to Heaven.
Instead, through our contemplation 3 and expression of Love as Self, we solidify
Heaven on Earth.
As we welcome Knowledge of the Father in us, we remind ourselves of the Attributes
or Qualities of the Father. Universal Truth - no room for deception or deceitful
behavior. Peace - no enemies to defeat or battles to win. Joy - sorrow and pain are not
of the Father. Abundance - lack and famine are not of the Father. Respect - each is
allowed to live by the consequences of their own choices, no one to convert or save.
Harmony - no room for competition. Love as Self - that which you are and receive from
the Father is for your sole use.
Mysticism is a quiet internal process based upon Right Thinking, Right Action, and
Right Manifestation of Father's Good Will.
So, how do we progress in the Magical aspect of Life? By nurturing and developing the
various attributes of Magic. As we have learned from previous postings these
attributes are:
Wisdom - the capacity to see what is Right and Just because it is founded on
Universal Truth and Universal Law
Health - having all the organs or faculties complete and in normal action and
relation
Mystery - an individual experiences that arouses our curiosity and invites us to
playfully explore the Beauty of Creation with the innocence of a child, that we
may receive Knowledge of Universal Truths through Divine Revelation
Beauty - an inner experience that rewards us with freedom from anxiety and
doubt and which fills our store with Abundance. A most wonderful state of Being
or feeling which can be nourished and sustained by:
That which you focus upon
The music you Play
Posture of the body
Mental outlook / conduct
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As we change that which we focus upon to the Father, to Universal Truth, to the
Mysteries of Creation, as we change the music that we Play to Harmony, as we change
our bodily posture and mental outlook / conduct to an upright position, we begin to
experience the feeling of Inner Beauty. A feeling of delight and enjoyment that allows
the Abundance of the Father to be received once again in us. We begin to feel fulfilled
and satisfied, no longer in need of love and approval.
This feeling of Inner Beauty is facilitated by / conducive to a state of Health in which
our organs and faculties are restored to normal function, with our Head, Heart, and
Soul being high on the list.
In a Magical Life, we make choices that support our inner Beauty and Health, not so
that we can seduce and entice others into giving us their energy and resources, but
rather so that we can directly receive the Abundance of the Father which He makes
available for our sole use.
In a Magical Life, we seek Right and Proper nourishment of our Head, Heart, and Soul
through the food we eat, the air we breathe, the liquid we drink, and the Creative
Endeavors / Expressions we Light Heartedly undertake.
In a Magical Life, we apply the Wisdom obtained to recognize what is Right and Proper
action / direction for our lives. The Magi could be used as an example here. To visit
Jesus they had to use their Wisdom to recognize the signs of change, to know when to
begin the journey (perhaps months or years ahead of Jesus' birth), to know where to
go and how to get there, to sustain themselves during the time of travel, and to know
what gifts would support Jesus in his Spiritual Journey: frankincense, myrrh, and gold.
That is to say a Magical Life lived in Wisdom includes knowledge of the plant / herbal /
mineral kingdoms. It includes Right and Proper interpretation of the signs of change
that are made available. It includes Right and Proper preparation and planning for what
lays ahead.
As you will find, a Mystical and Magical Life is conducive to finding your purpose in Life.
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Your Purpose in Life
03/16/10

I indicated in my last post that a Mystical and Magical Life can lead one to find his / her
Purpose in Life. How can that be? Let's follow this Mystery by first recognizing that
perhaps Pur-pose is a combination of two words: Pure + Pose.
Using the same dictionary as before we shall explore what Divine Revelation can unveil
through our Desire for the Father,
Pure:

Pose:

free from mixture or contact with that which weakens, impairs, or pollutes
containing no foreign or vitiating material
free from moral defilement
Syn. Pure suggests the absence of any element felt to be alien or nonessential

the position of the whole or part of the body
Syn. See attitude

So here you have it again, just as with Beauty, when we speak of Purpose in Life, we
speak of a body position, an attitude, a mental outlook, a feeling. Contrary to worldly
doctrine which tells us that a purposeful life is lived by doing something called "your
calling", I would suggest that to find one's Purpose in Life is to return to a state of
Being that frees one from foreign or vitiating material, pollution, defilement, and from
that which is alien or nonessential.
It is a shift in perception that restores us to the Truth of Who We Are. It is a shift in
perception that can be obtained through shifting our body position and mental outlook.
It is a fine tuning of our head back to what Father Calls Righteous and Holy
Opportunity of our head. And yes, when we find our Pure-Pose, Abundance of the
Father follows.
To find your Purpose in Life is then to return to your Innocence. Wouldn't that be nice?
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To return to the Innocence and Purity you had as a child, before the world descended
upon you and began its process of deceiving you into believing you are dirty, impure,
and worthless, is indeed a Noble Cause. Yet this is not the end goal of Life. In a way,
this could be likened to washing laundry. Washing laundry is not the end goal. The end
goal is to do things while wearing the clean clothes you washed, and thus feeling
comfortable and good. Purpose in Life is then what you get after you do your washing.
The end goal is not the return to your Innocence, but rather to go and do things in a
state of Innocence, feeling once again clean and comfortable about yourself.
While the idea of a simple shift in perception that will restore us to our Innocence is
quite appealing, it is the case that we have drifted so far away, that a time of transition
and preparation has become a necessity. Before we can receive this shift in perception
and actually keep it, we must make adjustments / corrections to our perception, we
must regain our spiritual and physical strength through Right and Proper nutrition and
nourishment of our body and Soul, and we must let go of our attachment to the false
promises of the world. These false promises include the false perception that our
happiness and joy is found through a "special someone", through family and friends,
through success in the worldly way.
We cannot be lifted from the murk and mire as long as we remained weighted down by
others. Neither can someone else be lifted as long as you weigh them down. That is to
say, we must learn to let go of the attachments others have put upon us as well as the
attachments that we have put upon others. What we Desire, is to reestablish our
connection to our Source and become fully responsible for our own well being, health,
and happiness.
Much of this can significantly be facilitated by Right and Proper nutrition. How your
head works, affects how you feel and what your perceived needs are. Dr. Blaylock and
Dr. Fletchas provide good information on this. John Gray, in his book, "The Mars and
Venus diet and exercise solution" provides very interesting information that will
support you in this process of restoration. I must however strongly caution you to the
fact that his books, as well as many others he makes reference to, are written from the
worldly perspective - that is to say: life is about being married, making love, raising
children, sacrificing oneself for others, giving yourself / love away to others, and being
a productive worker, and therefore, any self improvement is directed toward being
better at doing those things. As you read his book(s), keep in mind that the Father
Way would have us move past this and step into a Mystical and Magical Life.
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PurePose
03/17/10

In my last posting, I proposed that the word purpose could actually be seen as the
combination of two words: pure + pose. The combination of different words to form
new words is something that Father uses quite frequently. You will read many times in
Linda's blog and mine certain words that appear to be misspelled or misused. That is
indeed a purpose-full choice.
What I would like to do today is to focus a little bit on the qualities of Pur-Pose, which
is mainly determined through the exploration of the word pure.
Pure:

free from mixture or contact with that which weakens, impairs, or pollutes
containing no foreign or vitiating material
free from moral defilement
Syn. Pure suggests the absence of any element felt to be alien or nonessential

It is interesting to note that in this definition we are given to know that 'pure' is the
absence of any element felt to be alien or nonessential. This is to say then, that that
which is foreign, vitiating, and defiling is alien or / (and) nonessential to us on Earth. It
also says that, that which is weakening, impairing, or polluting is also alien or / (and)
nonessential to us on Earth.
As established from the same dictionary I have been using, 'The Reader's Digest Great
Encyclopedic Dictionary', when we speak of that which weakens, we speak of that
which
drains our physical strength, energy, and vigor
drains our mental and moral strength, causing us to err or fail
When we speak of that which impairs, we speak of that which
makes us worse
reduces our power, quality, value
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When we speak of that which pollutes, we speak of that which
corrupts and defiles
makes impure and dirty
When we speak of foreign material, we speak of
that which affects the body and sensual appetites in a way that is not normal or
common
alien
When we speak of that which vitiates, we speak of that which
impairs the use of
corrupts
When we speak of moral defilement, we speak of that which
corrupts our capacity to distinguish between right and wrong
When we speak of that which corrupts, we speak of that which
contaminates
perverts
changes from the original
When we speak of that which perverts, we speak of that which
turns to an improper use or purpose
distorts the meaning of
leads astray
turns you away
When we speak of that which is alien, we speak of that which is
unnatural
contrary to the laws of nature
inhuman
artificial
The reword the above. That which drains our physical and moral strength, that which
causes us to err and make mistakes, that which makes us worse, that which affects the
body and sensual appetites in an abnormal way, that which corrupts our capacity to
distinguish between right and wrong, that which contaminates, distorts Truth and
turns that which was intended for our good into an improper use, that which leads us
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astray and turns us away from our True Nature is unnatural, it is contrary to the laws
of nature, it is inhuman, it is artificial. If all of this is unnatural and against the laws of
nature, and majik is the coercion of nature which is action taken against the laws of
nature, then it follows that when we speak of returning to our Pur-Pose in Life, we
speak of stopping our participation in the ways of majik.
Of course, scientists, experts, and perhaps even our own conclusions based on what
we see of "human nature" would tell us that this kind of behavior is natural to humans,
that we are destructive, aggressive, perverse, lustful, and oppressive. They tell us that
pollution, sickness, famine, viruses, bacteria, fungus, mold, death, decay, destruction,
darkness are a normal part of life, and that we just have to learn to cope with this. Yet
Father would Say this assessment is inaccurate.
Pollution, sickness, famine, viruses, bacteria, fungus, mold, death, decay, destruction,
darkness are unnatural to this Earth and to Creation. We the People are naturally
Peaceful, naturally expressive of Self as Love, naturally kind to each other. All spiritual
seekers and travelers who have taken the time to talk to the People in various cultures
have come to the same conclusion: we all Desire the same - Peace, Abundance, and
the Opportunity to Live Life. We the People stand united in our Desire for the Father
Way.
It is time that we the People, united, ask in Prayer to the Father and to Universal Law
that majik and those who force / purvey majik upon us be cast out from this Earth. That
the door that was opened by the unrighteous - unholy to contaminate us with their
ways be sealed until the day it can be forever dissolved. Not one gun needs fired for
this to become a reality. They are not our enemies, we seek not to defeat them in
battle, to see who is stronger in will, or to change their ways. We seek instead our
restoration to the Father Way and in Prayer we ask that we be allowed to do so in the
Safety and Protection of the Father and Universal Law. We show our Desire is Genuine
and Honest by withdrawing our participation in their game. We show our Desire is
Genuine and Honest by returning to our Pur-Pose in Life that we may InJoy the
Mystical and Magical Life [in] the Father Way.
Unto a Bright New Day, we the People shall prevail in the Father Way.
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Father, Father Christmas, and Mystical and Magical
10/17/10

Recently, Father explained to us how it is that we loose our Knowing of Him. This is
specific to the western cultures who believe in Christmas and Santa Claus. We have no
idea what kind of deception is used in other cultures to end their Knowledge of the
Father.
What you say? You do believe in the Father or God? I used to think so too, that is until
Father showed me different. So brace yourself for this ride.
I have spoken about the Mystical and Magical aspects of Creation and of Life. As
children, this Knowledge of the Mystical and Magical is inherent and quite active, even
though it is disregarded by adults as plain “child fantasies”. In a way, it can be said that
there is, so to speak, a “Circuitry” in our physical expression that allows us to perceive
the Mystical and Magical aspects of Creation and that allows us to Know and
Commune with Father Which Is in Heaven.
You may have heard people or scientists talk about humans being “wired” to believe in
God. In reality, it is not that we are “wired” to believe in God as if someone just
implanted some kind of program in us to make us believe in the Father whether He is
real or not and thus cause some kind of mass delusion of the human race. Instead, it
would be more accurate to say, that we have been Created in such a way that allows
us to perceive Creator and the Truth of Creation. You cannot know Love unless you
have the means to be that Love. In the same way, you cannot Know Father unless you
have the means to Experience and Know the Father. Or in a more mundane example,
you cannot taste food without taste buds. The taste buds are not in your body to
deceive you into thinking that what you eat has flavor, but rather to allow you to taste
the flavors of the food you eat.
In other words, this Mystical and Magical “Circuitry” is not there to deceive us into
believing in something that does not exist, but rather to allow us to experience what
does Exist and is Real. Without it we can’t Know Creation just as without taste buds
we can’t know flavor. The problem does not arise from having this Mystical and
Magical “Circuitry” but from the tampering the unrighteous - unholy have done to it.
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Let’s follow the story of a little boy.
As a child, this little boy’s capacity to experience the Mystical and Magical was active
and present to various extends, probably depending on how much his brain was
affected by all the vaccinations he received at birth and the type of nourishment his
mother received during his gestation. This little boy didn’t just believe in the Mystical
and Magical, but Knew it to be True. He knew the Mystical and Magical because he
could sense and experience Father’s Presence and he could see such things as fairies
and guardian angels. This little boy also knew something else was going on because he
could see strange beings hiding in his house or attached to people.
During this time when this little boy Knew of these things, he was introduced to the
story of Christmas and Santa Claus. The story of a fat guy in a red dress that could see
everything the boy did and that would bring presents at the end of the year if the boy
behaved. A guy that could fly in a sleigh pulled by reindeers and place his presents
under the tree after sliding down a chimney. A time of the year when candles would be
lit and lights would be placed in houses and trees, turning everyday life into a magical
scene.
To this little boy’s innocent perception, this kind of story with the lights, presents,
ornaments, and glitter fit right in with some of his Mystical and Magical Experience of
Life. Therefore, this whole illusion of Santa Claus became entangled with his Mystical
and Magical “Circuitry”. In other words, the belief in the illusion portrayed by his
parents and society at large became enmeshed with his Mystical and Magical
“Circuitry”. Watching Santa movies, sending letters to Santa, visiting Santa in a mall,
and receiving presents portrayed to be from Santa, helped to further blur the
differentiation between illusion and reality.
You must remember that at that young age, this little boy was still in touch with the
Father and thus had an innate knowledge of the benign nature of Creation. He was not
able to understand or conceive that anyone, much less his parents, would deceive him
in such an elaborate way.
So his little life goes on until the day arrives… the day in which he is told or finally
accepts that Santa Claus is fake. The day in which he realizes that he has been
deceived by his parents and everyone else who participated in this sham.
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This is a very shocking experience to this little boy. He feels great sorrow and pain and
in his sorrow and pain makes the choice to stop believing in Santa Claus and in
deception. There is a problem tough this little child is not aware of. First, the illusion of
Santa Claus has become enmeshed with the Mystical and Magical “Circuitry”, and
second, because this child does not have his Spiritual Discernment sufficiently
developed, he can’t recognize this. Thus, instead of just removing the deception of
Santa Claus from his Mystical and Magical “Circuitry” and retaining Truth, this little boy
ends his belief in the deception by shutting down the “Circuit” all together. Suddenly
everything he Knew to be Real becomes a deception: Father Which Is in Heaven,
fairies, guardian angels, the intangible, his Soul. In his little mind, if Santa was a
deception, then everything else must be too. His parents were right when they would
tell him that he was just fantasizing about things and should give it all up to become a
grown up.
Everything this little boy Knew to be Truth has now been turned into a deception. The
door to the Mystical and Magical has been shut. He can no longer experience his Soul,
he no longer experiences the Father, he no longer see fairies and guardian angels, and
even if he did, he now knows better than to believe in the deception or in the fantasy
of his mind.
In a way, it is possible to say, that this little boy died that day he shut down his
Mystical and Magical “Circuit”. From now on, Life no longer has inherent meaning or
value. He no longer Knows Truth. He becomes the “great pretender”, pretending all is
well. Pretending he has no pain and sorrow for having lost the Mystical and Magical
Experience of Life.
From here on this boy usually has two choices: to become a believer or non believer.
For believers, the desire for something “greater” or the Mystical and Magical is
still alive even though it is no longer considered to be Real. This desire is no
longer based on Truth, but rather fueled by parents and preachers who purvey
the restrictive / constrictive “realm of god” which incorporates the deception of
Santa Claus and oddly enough Disneyland, yet denies and condemns the Reality
of a Mystical and Magical Life. This desire is also fueled through books and
movies. Yet in their Hearts, believers know that these words, books, and movies
come from the very same system used to deceive them into believing in Santa
Claus. Thus, believers go about their lives pretending that what they are told,
and what they read, and what they watch about the “intangible” and the “realm
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of god” is True, even though they know it is all a deception (a knowledge which
by the way is accurate). Those few believers who are not satiated by the
restrictive view of religion and still hold some hope of a Mystical and Magical
Life, easily fall prey to the dark / distorted expression called majik which is, of
course, a false depiction of Truth and Creation.
Non-believers are those who gave up even the hope for something “greater” to
exist. For them nothing is real unless it can be touched, smelled, heard, or
measured with technology or the physical body. They go around pretending
nothing intangible is Real and that there is no such thing as Creator. They can
see how believers are being deceived by religious babble, yet do not realize that
they themselves have been deceived and disconnected from Reality the day they
shut down their Mystical and Magical “Circuitry”.
As you probably know, this is indeed a very traumatic event for this boy. It is an event
that seriously affects the rest of his live for he knows himself to be a pretender. Life
no longer has meaning and in his despair he will one day do unto his children that
which was done unto him.
Father has explained to us that from this damaged perception this individual would not
longer be able to Experience and Trust the Mystical and Magical of Life and therefore
Father.
This is where I was before this understanding from Father. Yes, I would seek the
Father and yes, Linda and I would talk to Him and record His Conveyances, yet in my
Heart, I could not believe in the Reality of the Father. For me, deception was real and
Father was fake, just like Santa. I had more faith in the world than in the Father. Father
has explained that even if He had manifested right before my eyes, I would have still
doubted the veracity of what I saw and just think that I had imagined the event.
It wasn’t until Father explained this and helped us understand the need to Discern and
separate the deception of Santa Claus from the Mystical and Magical “Circuitry” that I
was able to correct my mistake. I tossed the deception and made the choice to restore
the function of my Mystical and Magical “Circuitry”. Now, I could begin once again to
Know the Reality of the Father and the Mystical and Magical Life. I did not receive full
restoration overnight but certainly things are changing. In a way you could say my
resuscitation is taking a while…
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Thus, to answer Virginia’s question in Truth is:
No Virginia, there is NO Santa Claus, but a man who is known as Father Christmas did
walk upon the Earth. His name was Saint Nicholas and Father explained to us that this
man sought to keep the Knowledge of the Father alive by giving People presents that
met their need for Abundance, just as the Father does to all who look unto Him.4
Yes, the Mystical and Magical is True and Real.
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A different perspective
10/18/10

Here is a different perspective on what I shared yesterday. This comes from Linda's
posting "a look at christmas in July" 5:
“A look at christmas in July
Do you have "hardwiring" in your brain regarding Christmas? Do Santa Claus,
SugarPlum Fairies, Elves, Father Christmas, the christ child, god, gifts, good and
bad, love, romance, warm fires (northern hemisphere), intimate exchanges,
mistletoe, all connect in one continuous path? If one falls, do they all fall?
When you were a child and were told Santa Claus / Father christmas wasn't real,
and fairies weren't real, and elves weren't real, did the whole circuit become
"fried"? Did god or Father Which Is In Heaven become "unreal" to you? Did Love
become unreal? Did the possibility you are "good" become unreal? Was all that
remained a tiny sliver of hope and faith that they were real? But which were
real? Was there a conflict between Santa Claus and Father Christmas, Father
Which Is In Heaven and god, who receives gifts and who doesn't, a child who
brought Love to the world or a child who is Love, a Person who receives
romantic love or a Person who IS Love in the world?
Perhaps it is time to return our brain circuit to Truth. When we ask to be repathed to the original diagram (plan), we are free to experience the fullness of
The Father's Presence, our expression of Love / Rapture, Truth and Goodness,
perhaps even elves and fairies.
On a SunShiny Day of a cool-balmy breeze, crystal blue skies, and clouds of
puffy white cotton !”
With this posting, I terminate my blogging musings. You are welcome to InJoy all of
my prior postings.
Martin
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Mistake corrected
10/22/10

As it turns out, after a few days of contemplation, Father confirmed that He would
have me continue with this blog, so here I am.
A few days ago, Father explained to us that the unrighteous - unholy have
programmed / implanted in us a desire to please them above the Father and that this
includes an energy that denunciates the Father Way “each and every day”.
To denounce is to attack or condemn vehemently, to announce as a threat, or proclaim
menacingly.
Last Monday I was given an Opportunity to experience this denouncing energy against
the Father in full blown manifestation. As it turns out, Father was providing the
Opportunity to recognize the programming that they had put in me regarding pleasing
them and boy they sure did not like it. By the time this event ended, they were in the
most vehement attack and condemnation against the Father. We speak of course of
“non tangible” beings that manipulate the thoughts and emotions of the People so as
to control their actions.
This is not the first time I had experienced something like this, however, it is the first
time that I could distinctly recognize that I was being “stoked” so to speak by someone
/ or something outside of me. In the past, they would derail me for weeks with this,
but this time, I had enough presence to get out of it within a few hours, though not
before I posted that I was ending my postings. After a few days of sorting things out, I
realized it is Right and Proper for me to continue blogging. I asked Father and He
confirmed this.
It wouldn’t surprise me if this energy that denounces the Father Way is what gets
engaged in People when they hear or see Truth that will set them Free from whatever
bondage has been placed upon them. It wouldn’t surprise me at all, if many of the
burnings and torturing the unrighteous - unholy have done through the People was
instigated through this programming / implant.
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Linda is developing in her blog, the understanding Father brought to us about this
implant to “please and desire” the unrighteous – unholy above the Father. From my
point of view and experience, this is what explains why psychologists have shown in
experiments that People will inflict harm unto others when directed to do so by
someone perceived to be in authority. Again, the Truth remains, it is not natural for the
People to act in this way, neither is the behavior shown through these experiments an
indicator of People’s Nature. These experiments simply surfaced the implant /
manipulation the unrighteous - unholy placed upon the People so as to control their
behavior. While many have found the strength to rise above this, many others have yet
to find their strength. It is for each one of us to simply recognize that this implant /
programming has been put in us and to take the steps to let go of it. Refer to Linda’s
posting "Strength in Truth" 6 for more on this (she will continue this understanding in
future postings).
I may elaborate some more on this topic, but not before I finish my writings on the
Mystical and Magical “Circuit”.
Until my next posting,

Martin
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Father Desire – part 1
10/23/10

In my posting “Father, Father Christmas, and Mystical and Magical” I spoke about the
Mystical and Magical “Circuit” that is available to each of us to experience, perceive,
and know the Truth of Creation. I also explained how we are tricked into shutting this
“Circuit” down and what happens when we do. Today, I will write about this from a
slightly different perspective. Perhaps I should say, from the perspective of a
“believer”.
For the longest time (years) Father would tell me how I really did not believe in Him
and how this affected my capacity to receive from Him. The first issue Father had me
address was my belief that those who abused and manipulated me were more
powerful than Him – after all, they were able to do what they did and of course to my
perception, Father was not there to stop them. Thus dealing with this meant dealing
with the anger and pain of “Father not being there” as well as with the anger and
sense of abandonment that resulted from my biological father ignoring the abuse
under the logic that as long as the unrighteous - unholy were focused on destroying
me, he would be “safe” and out of their minds.
Father Guided me out of this mess by focusing on three issues.
One was mending my hurt with my biological father. This was a necessity
because biological fathers are meant to be Father’s representatives on Earth.
Biological fathers are meant to support a child’s capacity to recognize and
strengthen his / her ability to commune and be sustained by the Father until the
child’s mind and body becomes sufficiently developed to walk in solitude in the
Father Way. This means that a child’s relationship with his / her biological father
becomes a blueprint that establishes the relationship between the child and the
Father. When a child develops grudges with his / her biological father, then this
false witness and the resulting grudges are taken to the relationship with the
Father. In other words, how we see and relate with our biological father is how
we perceive and relate with the Father. 7 This mending included learning to
differentiate Father from my biological father by recognizing the many ways in
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which my Communion with Father had been affected by this relationship with my
biological father and asking Father to restore me to Truth at those levels.
The second issue was to learn to recognize that Father had been with me even
during the difficult times, and to recognize that He has held the Truth of who I
am safe, that I may be restored to this Truth once again. One could argue why
He allowed it to happen in the first place, but this has more to do with the
circumstances of our choices and beliefs at any given moment. The more we
look unto our parents for our safety, the less active can Father be in our lives
(see "Trust in the Father" 8). So one has to come to terms with this and once
again ask Father for restoration to Truth as we Exchange all sorrows, fears,
pains on the Altar of Divine Love and Divine Power for Truth of who we are.
The third aspect was to recognize that the unrighteous - unholy are not “gods”
who have power over Father. It was to recognize that the particular person who
chose to become their instrument was not “speaking for god”, so to speak, and
was therefore not this all powerful, all knowing godlike person.

So for many years I diligently did my “work” on these issues, yet as Father would
continue to refine my understanding of what had happened, the theme continued to be
“you still go to them rather than the Father” and “you still believe in them rather than
your Father”. And for the longest time I couldn’t get it. How could it be that after
doing all that I was doing to move past these issues, Father would still say things like:

While you implicitly believe not in your Father Desire
you do indeed accurately believe in your desire for another.
Where you to exchange your believe in another,
for that of your Heavenly Father…
So, it wasn’t until the understanding of the Mystical and Magical “Circuit” that I started
to recognize the mistakes and how to correct them. I will write about this in my next
posting.

(Posting has been updated on 110210 to Properly convey refinement given by Father.
See "Refinement – Mystical and Magical")
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Father Desire – part 2
10/25/10

In the posting “Father Desire – part 1” I explained that for the longest time Father was
providing the Knowledge and Understanding that I needed to get over the idea that
the unrighteous - unholy were more powerful than Him and that this particular abuser
was some kind of “god like” person.
For years I did my part on dealing with these issues based on Father’s Guidance, yet it
still remained the case that time and time again, Father would continue to say that I
would be leaning unto the unrighteous - unholy and trusting them more than Him.
Eventually, I was finally able to obtain enough clarity of mind to recognize the
problem. Perseverance in my Desire for Truth yielded its rewards. The problem in a
nutshell was that when I would seek the Father in private mediation, I was actually
going to this image of “god” that I had. In other words, rather than Communing with
Father as I thought I was during these times, I was actually seeking the advice of the
unrighteous - unholy who I believed to be “god”. I wanted to talk to Father, but I was
certainly dialing the wrong number… and those who would answer, never cared to tell
me so.
As you can imagine, this led to a lot of confusion and consternation. How could Father
Say one thing through Linda and then me have this complete opposite understanding
of what needed to be done?
With this understanding it made perfect sense why Father would Say I was not
Trusting Him or placing Him first. I really wasn’t. I was placing these false gods above
the Father, not consciously realizing I was doing so. Having recognized this, I naturally
stopped looking unto them and cleaned up my act. Yet shortly thereafter Father told
me once again that I was still having the same problem. I still did not believe in Him or
His Reality.
How could that be? Well, there was one more layer to this deception.
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As I contemplated Father’s Words that day regarding my “belief in another” and “not in
my Father Desire”, I came to understand the following:
1. If I recognize that my Father Desire is natural and in me, this means that, as a
child, I would have naturally and inherently Known of the Father and of my
Journey upon this Earth.
2. This then means that the religious idea that a child will become a lost soul if not
taught of “god” and taken to church, is false. My Knowledge of Father is not due
to my parent’s efforts to take me to church and teach me about “god”, but a
result of my inherent and natural Father Desire.
3. If I would have known of the Father on my own because of my Father Desire,
then all these teachings about “god” and the church have to be a deception.
They didn’t teach me about my Father Desire and how to develop my capacity to
know Father through it. Instead they drilled in me who “god” is, what he does to
those who sin, and why I should not sin and go to hell when he comes down
from heaven to judge me.
4. This means then that I am not indebted to my parents or abuser for having
introduced me to “god”. As a matter of fact, what they did was divert me from
the Father and cause me to accept worship to something else.
5. In a strange way of sorts, the claim that the church puts out, that a child will not
believe in “god” if not taught of “god” is accurate. Instead of believing in “god”
children would Know of the Father, because of their Father Desire.
6. Just like with fairies. Children don’t believe in fairies or hope they are real.
Instead, they Know they are Real because they can see them. So when Santa
Claus is thrown into the picture and then taken away, children loose the fairies
and the Father. All that remains is the “god” of the church.
7. That is to say the “god” of the church is not the Father. To the church those who
have an inherent Knowledge of the Father are pagans at best, who need
converted and saved.
8. Natives grew with the Knowledge of the Father and supported this Knowledge
to various extends. This is why they could recognize the sacredness of Nature
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and of Creation and why they are now lost. Their Mystical and Magical “Circuit”
has been shut down through forced assimilation by the Western culture. Their
Father Desire no longer has validity. They are as lost as we are in the western
world. All we both have is church verbiage and the pretense this verbiage is real.

As I wrote that day about this, I came to understand that even though my faith was
real, it was indeed directed to “god” as taught to me by the church. While I had ended
my perception that this unrighteous - unholy entity I was communing with was the
Father, I was still retaining the basic notion of Father being the “god” as given to me
by the church. Even though my perception of “god” contained some Truth of the Father
as Jesus is said to have taught in the Bible, it was still based on this structure of
deception, rather than on recognition of the Reality of my Father Desire. Does that
make sense? I hadn’t realized that in this particular instance, I needed to throw away
not only the dirty water, but also the baby (pun intended). It all had to go.
As I said in my “Closure – SP 29” 9 posting, “we can’t find our Way with the Father as
long as we hold on to the ideas and preconceptions we have formed in our mind based
on what others have taught us / imposed upon us. Even if there is some Truth in the
deception, it all must be thrown away, for otherwise we will remain stuck in the frame
of reference given to us by the unrighteous - unholy to deceive us.”
So I threw it all away and for a moment things got scary. My entire “god” structure
and belief system crumbled into nothingness. What was left? The lust of darkness.
I will talk about this in my next posting.

(Posting has been updated on 110210 to Properly convey refinement given by Father.
See "Refinement – Mystical and Magical")
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Father Desire – part 3
10/28/10

In my previous posting I wrote about throwing away the dirty water and the baby so
as to be able to embrace the Truth of the Father. I also said that when I did this, I
became aware of this intense lustful energy. The false witness of this energy being
that if someone doesn’t have to follow the preachings of the church, then sex, drugs,
and rock and roll… well, roll.
You see, we really speak of the two groups here. On the one side there is darkness
who brought lust to this Earth through the use of genetic manipulation, shades and
shadows of darkness, and transmission of an artificial energy designed to elicit / solicit
lustful desire in everything living. On the other side, is death, decay, and destruction
who tell you that you will burn in hell if you do not repent of your sins and follow their
mandates. In a way, when you get rid of one, there is still the potential to get
trapped / deceived by the other.
Fortunately for me, Father had been sharing Truth and Knowledge of the two
unrighteous - unholy groups upon this Earth and thus, I was able to recognize that this
energy was external to me. Otherwise, I would have probably been caught in the
prevalent new age deception that spiritual people are “enlightened” enough to go
around having sex with any consenting adult that causes them to “light up like a
Christmas tree” 10.
A I contemplated the meaning of this and began to be shown how I had been affected
by this energy, I realized that it was time to also end this unexpected play with
darkness. Rather than falling into the deception that it is normal to experience this
lustful energy and be lustfully stoked by it, I choose to stop playing their game and
closed my mind to it. (see "If it quacks like a duck, walks like a duck..." 11)
“I do not play, get thee away ends your play.”
Father has explained to us that when we consciously make a choice to not engage in
lustful energy, our body is able to simply filter it out allowing us to not be controlled
or ruled by this artificial energy. This does not mean however that our bodies will no
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longer have a need to move accumulated energy every so often. What it means
though, is that we don’t confuse and entangle what Father Says is a natural bodily
need, with the artificial signal broadcast to turn this energy into lust and deviate
behavior.
This difference in behavior is most noticeable in native cultures that have lived in some
kind isolation. From what I have read and the pictures I have seen of such people, I can
tell they are not perverted or driven by lust as the Western, Asian, and African cultures
are. They live simple lives with few children, and respect their environment,
surroundings, and each other. They have not turned their bodies into lustful
commodities nor are they plagued by inhibition / repression. This doesn’t mean they
have remained fully uncontaminated, but certainly lust is not a widespread disease that
drives them to insane behavior.
By cleansing and “turning on” my Mystical and Magical “Circuit” I was able to
recognize the Reality and Validity of my Father Desire. This in turn allowed me to
identify my belief in the false witness the unrighteous - unholy had given me and to
end my play in such deception. In so doing, I was then able to choose for my Father
Desire to become active and present in my life. Father is no longer relegated to a false
fairy story. The unrighteous - unholy are no longer “gods” that have “power” over
Father. Instead, Father is becoming a Reality once again, and the reach of unrighteous
- unholy is beginning to fade into nothingness. My Faith is now Properly placed in the
Father. My Life is ceasing to be an intellectual pursuit and is becoming the music I’m
meant to play in the orchestra of Life.

(Posting has been updated on 110210 to Properly convey refinement given by Father.
See "Refinement – Mystical and Magical")
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Refinement – Mystical and Magical
11/01/10

Last week Father had an opportunity to explain that I have been confusing the
relationship between the Mystical and Magical and the Father Desire. This is what
Father Said:

…unto all Righteous and Holy Day,
the Mystical and Magical is not your Father Way.
You could accurately say it is but
the Play of the Mystical and Magical in the Father Way.
This means that what I have been describing in this blog is the Play of the Mystical and
Magical in the Father Way. Any reference to the idea that the Mystical and Magical is
the Father Way, is erroneous and needs corrected by this refinement.

… you could indeed go out not to play
in a mystical and magical way
were you to ensure yet your Father Desire.
Father also explained that the Mystical and Magical “Circuit” is different than the
Father Desire. That is to say, one can secure one’s Father Desire yet not Play in a
Mystical and Magical way. At the same time, one can secure the Mystical and Magical
“Circuit” and not know of the Father Way.
I will be reviewing my postings titled “Father Desire” shortly to see whether I need to
make further clarifications on this matter.
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Father Desire Refinements
11/02/10

I have read my three posting on the “Father Desire” and found some few changes that
needed made to Properly convey the refinement in understanding Father shared with
me (see “Refinement – Mystical and Magical”).
The changes are as follows:
Father Desire – part 1: last paragraph
Father Desire – part 2: last itemized paragraph and the paragraph immediately
following
Father Desire – part 3: last paragraph

I have updated these postings accordingly.
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1) Note that this is not an endorsement of their ways of solving this problem.
2) http://bluestarway.com/rosenoelblog/index.php?post/2010/03/09/daily-tone
3) You can read Linda's direction for Right and Proper use of our faculty of contemplation by
reading the Contemplation Guide posted under our Daily Inspirationals at BlueStarWay.com
(it is the last one on the page).
4) After over 1600 years of stories and changes, the Truth of St. Nicholas actions seem to
have been pretty much lost. Without Father we would have never known what gave rise to
this man’s actions.
5) http://bluestarway.com/rosenoelblog/index.php?post/2010/07/30/a-look-at-christmas-inJuly
6) http://bluestarway.com/rosenoelblog/index.php?post/2010/10/21/Strength-in-Truth
7) As you can imagine, this is one of the reasons why many people don’t want anything to do
with the idea of a “masculine” Father.
8) Posted on June 19, 2010 and can be found in “BlueStar Blog Book 3”.
9) Posted on August 17, 2010 and found in “BlueStar Blog Book 3”.
10) To quote Linda’s descriptive words.
11) Posted on 08/28/2010 and available in “BlueStar Blog 3”
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